In Vivo Elasticity Mapping of Posterior Ocular Layers Using Acoustic Radiation Force Optical Coherence Elastography
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PURPOSE. We used acoustic radiation force optical coherence elastography (ARF-OCE) to map out the elasticity of retinal layers in healthy and diseased in vivo rabbit models for the first time.

METHODS. A healthy rabbit eye was propstosed and imaged using ARF-OCE, by measuring the tissue deformation after an acoustic force is applied. A diseased retinal inflammation model was used to observe the contrast before and after disease formation. Retinal histologic analysis was performed to identify layers of the retina corresponding with the optical images.

RESULTS. The general trend of the retinal layer elasticity is increasing stiffness from the ganglion side to the photoreceptor side, with the stiffest layer being the sclera. In a healthy rabbit model, the mechanical properties varied from 3 to 16 kPa for the five layers that were identified via optical imaging and histology (3.09 ± 0.46, 3.82 ± 0.88, 4.53 ± 0.74, 6.59 ± 2.27, 16.11 ± 5.13 kPa). In the diseased model, we have induced optical damage in a live rabbit and observed a change in the stiffness trend in its retina.

CONCLUSIONS. High sensitivity elasticity maps can be obtained using the ARF-OCE system to differentiate different retinal layers. Subtle changes in the mechanical properties during the onset of diseases, such as retinal degeneration, can be measured and aid in early clinical diagnosis. This study validates our imaging system for the characterization of retinal elasticity for the detection of retinal diseases in vivo.
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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a slow process whereby layers and structures in the central retina, including the macula, become progressively altered or simply waste away, leading to central vision loss or visual distortions. AMD is the number one cause of blindness in the Western world among those over the age of 50.1,2 While age is the greatest contributing factor, other risk factors include being white or female, exposure to certain light wavelengths, history of cardiovascular disease, smoking, and so forth.1 The most common form of AMD is known as dry/nonexudative AMD, which presents with drusen, which are composed of oxidized nondegradeable material (mostly lipofuscin) that develops between Bruch’s membrane and the RPE layers of the retina. In the early stages of dry AMD, the patient may have metamorphopsia, reduced vision, or be completely asymptomatic; thus, the variable presentations highlight the need for the earliest detection methods.1,3,4

Since no cure currently exists for AMD, several imaging modalities and techniques are used in AMD detection and monitoring, including fundus autofluorescence (FAF), fundus photography, optical coherence tomography (OCT), fluorescein angiography, indocyanine green angiography, and Amsler grid, and so forth.1,5,6 FAF relies on the fluorescence pattern of the oxidation compound lipofuscin contained in high amounts in the drusen.7 OCT can identify abnormal blood vessel formation in wet AMD through OCT angiography.1,8 Although these imaging modalities and techniques provide crucial information for the diagnosis of AMD, they often are insufficient for early diagnosis, before structural changes occur.

It recently has been shown that the mechanical properties of distinct cellular layers in the retina are altered with the onset of AMD.9 Mechanical testing of the retina has been performed ex vivo to identify the elastic modulus of the retina.10,11 However, this has been challenging with thin layers in the micrometer range, and without perturbing the natural retinal environment.

Elastography, the display of the elastic properties of soft tissues, may be performed using ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or OCT. Elastography has been proven feasible for characterization of ocular tissues.1,2,15 Acoustic radiation force optical coherence elastography (ARF-OCE) has been used in recent years for high resolution mechanical mapping.16–21 It deploys an ultrasound transducer to perturb a tissue mechanically, while simultaneously using phase-resolved Doppler OCT to monitor the velocity of the tissue perturbation. Although mechanical quantification of the cornea has been
performed previously, the location of the retina and its thin layers require high penetration, high resolution, and high sensitivity. These major complications have hindered previous elastography imaging techniques, and mechanical quantification of the in vivo posterior eye is presented for the first time here. A technology that enables the in vivo imaging of the posterior ocular globe is essential for gaining insight into the natural mechanical anatomy of the eye, as well as the changes that take place with ocular diseases.

In this study, ARF-OCE was used to provide phase-resolved displacement information on the central retina for a healthy and abnormal in vivo rabbit eye. Quantification of the layers that take place with ocular diseases.

### RESULTS

#### System Setup

A spectrometer-based OCT system with a central wavelength of 890 nm and a bandwidth of 144 nm was used for this study. A schematic diagram of the system setup is shown in Figure 1a and a close up of the imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 1b. A galvanometer scanner is used to sweep across the sample and a scan lens is used to focus the OCT light onto the retina. For the purpose of in vivo imaging, a custom phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) bath is used, where a large red ring holds a sheet of flexible latex that is filled with PBS. A small aperture is made at the bottom of the latex sheet, where it goes directly over the proptosed rabbit eye. The ultrasound transducer is used for excitation of tissue displacement, and is placed directly inside the PBS bath, which acts as a propagation medium for the ultrasound. The ring acoustic transducer is aligned to be exactly confocal with the OCT beam using a hydrophone before the experiment to ensure that data are acquired within the lateral focal region of the transducer and that maximum tissue response can be measured.

The tissue response is detected using a CMOS camera, where the interference signal is extracted through real-time processing and converted to OCT intensity images and phase-resolved displacement maps. The axial resolution of the imaging system is approximately 3 μm with a lateral resolution of 27 μm in air. The phase sensitivity of the elastography system is in the nanometer scale, which allows for high displacement contrast.

The actual setup can be visualized in the photograph shown in Figure 1c. With such an in vivo system, rapid degradation of the retina occurring in postmortem models is avoided. The rabbit is one of the few animals whose eye can be proptosed. The ring ultrasound transducer was taken out of Figure 1c so that the propotosed eye could be visible. As shown in the timing diagram in Figure 1d, the OCT detection uses C-mode to detect the mechanical response, with a line scan rate of 20 kHz, and B-frame rate of 20 frames per second. The acoustic pulse is modulated continuously during the OCT acquisition at a frequency of 833 Hz with a 50% duty cycle, which corresponds to a pulse width of 0.6 ms. The modulation pulse was chosen so that it is relatively far away from the resonance frequency of tissue, which typically is below 100 Hz, and the value corresponds to a 1.2 msec period. Other frequencies much higher than 100 Hz also would be acceptable, as long as the vibrations are slow enough to be captured by the detector. The lateral focal region was limited at approximately 400 μm to guarantee high sensitivity imaging within a uniform pressure region, while the axial focal region was extended at more than 5 mm to guarantee that the pressure distribution differs by less than 0.1 dB over the imaging depth. The acoustic intensity within the 400 μm lateral and 1 mm axial regions have been shown to be uniform, so any displacement differences in this region can be attributed to changes in mechanical properties.

For all experiments presented here, the central retina region 2 mm from the optical disc on the temporal side of the retina was imaged, corresponding to the area of highest visual acuity. The OCT and phase-resolved displacement information was terminal imaging, the rabbit was catheterized via the ear and injected with euthasol. OCT images from weeks 4 and 8 were compared. At the end of 8 weeks, the rabbit was imaged and euthanized. During histopathologic examination we found mononuclear round cells in a small focal accumulation in the diseased rabbit choroid. We speculated these were lymphocytes responding to the retinal injury.
obtained and recorded. The displacement information is converted to the elastic modulus with a simple Voigt model and a spring model.

The elasticity was quantitated by using the bulk frequency response of the entire depth of the posterior orbit with a simplified five-spring model to isolate individual layers, which represented the sclera, choroid, and three retinal zones as described below. Previous studies showed that the elastic modulus of the tissue is directly proportional to the square of the resonance frequency when using a Voigt body model: 17,25

\[ E = \frac{kL}{S} = \frac{\mu^2 + \lambda^2}{S} \]

(1)

where \( \mu \) is the resonance frequency, \( L \) is the thickness, \( m \) is the mass, and \( S \) is the imaging area. By sweeping the ultrasound excitation frequency, the resonance frequency \( \mu \) can be found by the highest displacement and the stiffness of tissues can be calculated subsequently by Equation 1. The damping coefficient, \( \lambda \), has been shown to have a trivial effect on the elasticity compared to the resonance frequency, and, therefore, can be neglected in this case.25 The resonant frequency peak, \( \mu \), in Equation 1 is determined by doing M-mode imaging while modulating at different frequencies, and measuring the displacement level. The frequency at which the highest displacement occurs is the resonant frequency peak. In this case, a sweeping mechanism from 1 to 100 Hz has been implemented, with 0.1 Hz increments, shown in the timing diagram in Figure 1e. We used a silicone phantom with similar elasticity and thickness to the retina to calibrate the measurement of elastic modulus using Equation 1. The resonance frequency was determined to be approximately 15 Hz. The resonance frequency and the Young’s modulus is related by: \( E = \mu^2 \times 0.03 \). The bulk Young’s modulus of the entire depth of the sample can be calculated to be approximately 7 kPa.

The frequency sweep method can quantify only the bulk elastic modulus of the entire imaging depth of the sample at the region of excitation. The elasticity is quantified as stress over strain, where the strain values are inversely proportional to the displacement. Because the force of the ultrasound is difficult to quantify directly, the stress on the sample cannot be quantified. The OCE images measure the displacement of the sample at each location, assuming a uniform ultrasound stress field within the transducer focal region. This means that the relative elasticity of each layer can be measured spatially according to the OCE, but the absolute Young’s modulus cannot be inferred directly. It is necessary to use an additional model to calculate the individual layer elasticity.

It can be assumed that the layers of the retina, choroid, and sclera are a series of springs attached to each other with the bottommost layer fixed at a boundary. The elasticity of an individual layer can be calculated using the following spring series model,

\[ E = \frac{L}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} L_i/E_i} \]

(2)

where \( n \) is the total number of layers within the entire thickness, \( L \) and \( E \) is the bulk elasticity of the entire region. \( L_i \) and \( E_i \) are the thickness and elastic modulus of the individual layers, respectively. In this experiment, the bulk \( E \) for the entire depth (retina, choroid, and sclera) was obtained based on the frequency sweep mechanism in Equation 1 and Figure 1e. The total thickness and thickness for individual layers were found using the segmentation algorithm on OCT B-scans. The
relative ratio of the $E_i$ for each individual layer was determined based on the depth-dependent displacement map, as shown in Figure 1d, by using the modulated excitation approach. Finally, with the relative ratio between the layers and the quantified bulk Young's modulus, as well as the layered and bulk thicknesses, the absolute Young's modulus can be determined for each layer using Equation 2. Last, the spatial distribution of the elastic moduli can be mapped out quantitatively using the relative vibrational displacement response that is measured using ARF-OCE with the mean value based on the individual layer elasticity.

In Vivo Healthy Rabbit Study

The rabbit eye is the ideal model for this study due to the ability to proposte the eye conveniently, for bathing in ultrasonic conductive medium, such as PBS, and without inflicting damage. For translation into clinical trials, ocular gel or a waterbath with a Steri-Drape can be used to couple the ultrasonic radiation force into the retina. This is used routinely in clinical ophthalmic ultrasound, and would not be expected to be problematic for clinical translation.

The first New Zealand White rabbit, which was assumed to have a healthy ocular anatomy, was imaged. The structural resliced OCT image was obtained as shown in Figure 2a, where individual posterior layers of the eye could be isolated using the graph-based segmentation algorithm. A resliced image in the $y$ plane is used since the ultrasound excitation is synchronized in that direction, while the B-scans in the $x$ plane displays the modulated signal. It is apparent that not all layers of the retina could be differentiated and some distortions can be seen, most likely due to the bulk motion during in vivo imaging caused by rabbit breathing or external noise as well as the limited imaging speed, which was 20 kHz. The ocular layers on the OCT were matched anatomic structures and verified by previous literature. The relative OCE displacement map is shown in Figure 2b, where higher displacement was seen on the ganglion side, and decreases toward the photoreceptor side, signifying the change in relative elasticity of the different layers. The frequency response of the tissue was obtained, and the resonance frequency peak was used to calculate the bulk Young's modulus of the tissue, which was determined to be approximately 7 kPa. Using the spring model and a weighted average, the corresponding elastogram was generated in Figure 2c.

According to the OCT and elastogram results, the retinal, choroidal, and scleral layers appeared to be relatively uniform in the lateral direction, which is expected of healthy retinal tissues. Images of the OCT and OCE at different locations on the central retina within the region of ultrasound excitation are presented in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively, where similar patterns and trends can be observed across different layers. After averaging across 64 locations on the temporal retina, the mean stiffness of each layer is summarized in Figure 3c with the mean and standard deviation estimated for each layer. According to the thickness of the OCT layers and their correlation to the histologic image, the layers were matched to their respective Young's modulus. Due to the smaller thickness of the New Zealand White rabbit's posterior orbit, it was possible to obtain a signal from the choroid and sclera layers below the retina. It is important to note that tissue edema was observed in the sclera, which possibly was due to the eye proptosis as well as the constriction caused by the elastic sheet setup.

In Vivo Damaged Retinal Study

To test the feasibility of the ARF-OCE imaging system on detecting diseased states, we induced retinal damage on a second New Zealand White rabbit, primarily using blue light exposure. The rabbit was placed in a transparent chamber with 225 W of cool white LED’s lining five faces of the chamber. Since cool white LED’s are expected to have a high concentration of blue light in the 470’s range while not causing pain to the rabbit, they are the ideal candidates. Blue light has been shown to cause AMD in moderate amounts, and are one of the major risk factors in retinal diseases.

The 3D central retina region 2 mm away from the optic disc on the temporal side was imaged. During the first 4 weeks of treatment, no retinal damage was observed, as shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The OCT image showed a smooth transition throughout the layers, while the OCE and elastogram maps were very similar to the healthy eye from the first rabbit not damaged with light.

After 8 weeks of treatment, imaging was performed and shown in Figures 4c and 4d. The OCT image showed a smooth region between the bright RPE layer and choroid, which corresponds with the detachment. There also is an irregular pocket of low scattering OCE signal in the choroid layer. In addition, it seems that the light penetration of the damaged retina is shallower than that of the relatively healthy one, as shown by the thinner section of sclera that can be observed in layer v. Histologic analysis was performed and is shown in Figures 4e and 4f. After analysis by a pathologist, it was
**FIGURE 3.** Posterior eye results from New Zealand White rabbit at different location in central retina. (a) OCT images of the central retina at increments of 75 μm within 400 μm focal region. (b) OCE images of corresponding region. (c) Summary of elasticity from layers 1 to 5.

**FIGURE 4.** Healthy versus abnormal rabbit from weeks 4 and 8 imaging after light treatment. (a) OCT of healthy retina at week 4. (b) Elastogram of healthy retina at week 4. (c) OCT of abnormal portion of retina at week 8. (d) Elastogram of abnormal portion of retina at week 8. (e) H&E staining after euthanization at week 8. (f) Higher magnification, H&E histology. Red box includes photoreceptor/RPE debris with round cell accumulation in underlying choroid and presumed lymphocyte filtration. Orange arrow (e) points to presumed lymphocytic infiltrate in choroid, resulting in low OCT signal.
determined that inflammation was causing a presumed lymphocytic infiltrate due to the prolonged blue light exposure. From the literature, lymphocytes typically appear with a low OCT scattering signal, and inflammation can lead to reduced stiffness in the membrane.\textsuperscript{31–33} This observation means that the low signal region on the choroid corresponds to the region of inflammation. The fold in the retina on hematoxylin and eosin staining is most likely caused by formalin fixation shrinkage artifact, as determined by the pathologist. Once again, swelling was observed in the sclera layer, which likely was caused by proposis conditions.

Although some abnormalities were seen in the OCT, the elastogram looked very similar between the imaging performed at weeks 4 and 8. To identify differences, the Young’s moduli values for each layer has been summarized in Figure 5, where the relatively healthy data at 4 weeks of treatment and the abnormal regions at week 8 are shown. An overall trend was observed where the top 4 layers generally were softer for the healthy tissue. The bottom layer was the only layer where the healthy site was stiffer than the abnormal site. According to literature, the stiffness of lymphocytes is approximately 1 kPa or even lower.\textsuperscript{32,33} Therefore, it was likely that the lower stiffness in layer v of the abnormal rabbit was caused by infiltration of lymphocytes in the region of inflammation. One rabbit eye was analyzed using the diseased model, averaging across 500 A-lines, and while a trend was observed, the results were not statistically significant. Further in vivo studies are necessary to verify the trend across different eyes.

**DISCUSSION**

Quantified elasticity maps of the in vivo posterior eye are presented for the first time to our knowledge, using a propoosed rabbit eye model. This minimally invasive technology offers high resolution and high sensitivity for penetration directly into the individual posterior eye layers. The ARF-OCE system enables in vivo imaging of the retina, which is essential for studying the retinal anatomy, as well as to detect and manage retinal diseases. The rabbit model has been used extensively in ocular studies due to its ability to be propoosed, as well as its convenience in studying small vertebrate animals. In addition to studying the pure mechanical structure of the healthy and abnormal eyes, a number of other applications can benefit from this technology. For example, in the application of the prosthetic retina using electrode stimulation, it is important to track the elasticity changes before and after stimulation, which can be done using the ARF-OCE technology.

Although we demonstrated the imaging and quantification of mechanical properties of the retina in vivo, a number of challenges must be overcome to translate the technology for clinical applications. First, the current acoustic intensity used to induce tissue motion exceeds the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 510k guidelines for diagnostic ultrasound. Therefore, decreasing the excitation voltage by 10-fold will be feasible, and keep the system within the safety limits. Further tests must be performed to determine the minimal excitation that is necessary to maintain adequate mechanical sensitivity. Second, the current imaging field of view is limited to below 1 mm, with the transducer excitation area as the primary limiting factor. In addition, the lateral focal region is only 400 μm, it is difficult to image the entire central retina region. Adaptation of an array transducer that enables excitation at multiple locations on the retina will be necessary to image biomechanical properties of the full central retina.

In addition, during each imaging session, co-location is assured by first finding the location of the optic disk, and then moving 2 mm on the temporal side. With this method, exact alignment between each time point and correlating to histology is difficult. However, as demonstrated in Figures 3a and 3b, the retinal layer elasticity trend is quite uniform across the central retina, so the comparison between healthy and diseased models remains valid. With respect to histology, there are features that can be seen within 200 μm of the presumed region, where the histology matches with the OCT image, which is extremely helpful in co-alignment.

The condition of proptosis definitely affects the properties of the retinal layers. The scleral edema that has been observed is most likely due to scleral injection or vessel dilation resulting from proptosis. In addition, the behavior of the choroidal response pattern in propoosed versus nonpropoested eyes is drastically different.\textsuperscript{35} Proptosis increases the IOP of the eye, which leads to choroidal edema that is likely caused by choroidal injection. Proptosis may well have an effect on layer response due to vascular congestion.\textsuperscript{35} However, studies presented here emphasize relative changes over time or compared to normals in the propoested state, so the results still provide valuable information on relative changes. In future studies, methods for performing the procedure without proptosis are being considered, including the clinical Steri-Drape setup as well as using ultrasonic gel for index matching.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this initial study, we have demonstrated the elasticity mapping of different layers in the posterior full thickness of the eye of in vivo rabbit models. The stiffness of the layers increases gradually from the ganglion side to the photoreceptor sides of the retina. In addition, we have also created a customized rabbit model primarily using blue light exposure to induce damage on the retina. Inflammation in the central retina was observed and changes in the elastic trend were speculated to be caused by the pathology. This study verified the feasibility of using ARF-OCE to provide quantified elasticity maps of the retina, and is a critical stepping stone to the clinical translation of such a technology.
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